NUUO Surveillance
Solution for Bars
Keeping tabs on your revenue
Employee theft and POS exceptions are a real
retail problem. But how extensive is this problem
when it comes to nightclubs and bars?
According to an estimate by Bevinco Audit
Services, internal theft costs bars on average
24% to 26% of gross sales. NUUO has a
solution in place for you, using the latest video
analytics and POS integration, you can soon
stop worrying about profit loss.

Understanding The Problem
How do your employees theft at a bar? Here are some real
scenarios for you which you may or may not be aware of.
• Stealing from the cash register directly, such as short ring or
using the "no sale" button on the POS (point-of-sale) register. The
"no sale" button allows the bartender to open the cash drawer
without ringing any sale up. Also, the act usually unnoticed
because it looks like common transaction procedure.
• Customer orders whiskey. The bartender enters "beer" at the
POS (point-of-sale) register but pours whiskey, and then pockets
the difference. Another scenario is claim a returned drink, extra
drink is sold and cash is pocketed.
• Handing out free drinks to the bartender's friends and family or
giving free drinks in exchange for higher tips
• Charging customer regular prices, but ringing happy hour prices.
• Stealing liquor or beer from the warehouse
• Making profits off their tip jars by changing the money in there
into larger amount bills
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Around-the-clock surveillance to
secure and monitor your warehouse.
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Link transaction metadata with surveillance
videos to prevent POS shrinkage.
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Secure Employee belongings with
well-placed locker room cameras.
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How NUUO Solutions can help
The employee theft issue in nightclub and bar is almost the same as the other retail shops, most of the shrinkage happens in
the POS (point-of sale) register. Here is how NUUO video surveillance solution can help you.
Overlay transaction data on the surveillance video
Place surveillance camera and point at the POS register, and
then adopt the NUUO POS integration. You can see what your
employee is/ was ringing into a drawer while you are watching
their cash handling.
Keyword search with archived video
When you look into any suspicious transaction, keyword search
across multiple POS registers is essential for you to find out the
suspicious transaction immediately.
Multiple user-defined alarms & flexible event responses
If any specific item or high-priced item is sold or the total
amount of transaction is more than a specific number, this
user-defined alarm will be triggered immediately. You to
check the event video and live video on your iOS or Android
devices immediately.

Multiple POS integration support
NUUO POS solution supports the interface types of TCP/ IP
and RS232 (also called serial or DB-9 male). Contact
retail@nuuo.com to check if your POS is supported.
Supreme image Detail
Megapixel resolution really matters. It tells you the details you
wanted to know the most.

Other Tips To Curb Employee Theft
• Place bartender's tip jar away from the POS
(point-of-sale) register and create tip jar procedures
• Establish POS register rules and strictly enforce a 'no
sale' policy
• Do not allow bartenders to overpour or underpour

Monitor your warehouse and locker room around the clock
Place surveillance camera at warehouse and locker room to
deter your employee from stealing.
Mobile clients support
iOS and Android systems all supported. NUUO mobile client
enables you to check the live video and recorded video
anywhere and anytime.

• Store liquor in a secure room and limit access to
personnel in supervisory positions
• Enforce employees to store personal belongings in a
locked room, and keep the door of this room under
video surveillance.
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